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1. Description of components 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  

1 Horizontal Rail Clamp (4) 

2 Horizontal Rail (2 x 2) 

3 Horizontal Rail Slide (1 + 1) 

4 Horizontal Rail Ruler (1 or 2) (optional)  

5 Horizontal Rail Locking Screw (2) 

6 Vertical Adjustment Slide (2)  

7 Printhead Mounting Carriage with stitching alignment (1) 

8 Printhead (8) 

9 Flexure Hinge (2 x 2) 

10 Clamping Screws (4 x 2) 

11 Clamp Mounting Screws M6 x 20 (4 x 2) 

12 Screws M4 x 16 

13 Position Indicator 

14 Vertical Adjustment Slide Turning Wheel 
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2. Specifications 
 
 
Number of printheads 8  

Maximum printed image height 101.6mm  

Technology HP TIJ2.5  

Automatic ink recognition & set up YES  

Max width of conveyor 1150mm  

Max height of printed media 100mm  

Horizontal adjustment   

Vertical adjustment 0-105mm  
Angular alignment YES  
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3. Mounting on the conveyor 
 

3.1. Ensure mounting features for attaching the Horizontal Rail Clamps ① are on the same level and 
parallel to the direction of conveyor transport movement. 

3.2. Lift up the Printhead Mounting Carriage ⑦ by turning the wheels ⑭ on the Vertical Adjustment 
Slides ⑥ counter-clockwise 

3.3. Place the print station over the conveyor aligning the mounting screws ⑪ on both rear Horizontal 
Rail Clamps ①. 

3.4. Loosen all clamping screws ⑩ on Horizontal Rail Clamps ① 

3.5. Align front Clamps ① with conveyor mounting features, engage all mounting screws ⑪ on but do 
not tighten. Arrange the horizontal slides ② to suit the installation ensuring they all fully engaged 
with the clamps ① 

3.6. Tighten clamping screws ⑩ on front and rear clamps ① 

3.7. Set the right Horizontal Rail ② to be perpendicular to the conveyor movement direction and fully 
tighten 4 mounting screws ⑪ on right rear and front Clamps ①. Re-check perpendicularity. 

3.8. Loosen Horizontal Rail locking screws ⑤ on both sides. The printhead assembly should slide 
backward and forward easily. If it does not, ensure the left rail is not restrained. 

3.9. Slide the Carriage ⑦ to the back and slightly tighten the Clamping screws ⑩ on rear left Clamp ①. 

3.10. Slide the Carriage to the front and slightly tighten the Clamping screws ⑩ on front left Clamp ①. 

3.11. Slide the Carriage to the back and fully tighten the Clamping screws ⑩ on rear left Clamp ①. 

3.12. Slide the Carriage to the front and fully tighten the Clamping screws ⑩ on front left Clamp ①. 

3.13. Check the Carriage ⑦ can easily slide forwards and backwards and both rails ② are parallel to each 
other. 
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4. Levelling of the Printhead Mounting Carriage on the conveyor 
 

4.1. Slide the Printhead Mounting Carriage ⑦ over the central part of the conveyor or to approximate 
printing position. 

4.2. Lower the Carriage ⑦ by turning the wheels ⑭ on the Vertical Adjustment Slides ⑥ clockwise. 

4.3. Lifting up or lowering the Carriage can be done by turning the wheels ⑭ simultaneously (parallel to 
the surface of the conveyor) or in turns but not exceeding 3mm difference between left and right 
height positions. The Carriage is attached to the Vertical Adjustment Slides by 4 Flexure Hinges ⑨ 
allowing for not angular (left to right) position, however exceeding of the height difference above 
3mm may result in damaging of the hinges. 

4.4. Lower the Carriage until the bottom surface touches the top of the conveyor. Do not force the 
carriage below this point as it may damage the flexure hinges and other parts. 

4.5. Loosen 2 x 4 screws ⑫ on the vertical slides and observe the gap between the Carriage ⑦ and the 
top of conveyor. If necessary, readjust the positions of both vertical slides. The position indicators ⑬ 
should show similar values. To get access to two screws remove screw ⑮ and swing the shim ⑯ 
out of the way. 

4.6. If the Carriages lays flat on the conveyor slightly tighten 2 x 4 screws ⑫. 

4.7. Lift up the Carriage by the same amount on both slides ⑥ turning counter-clockwise for example 
1mm. Slide 1mm slip gauge between the conveyor and the Carriage in each corner. If it does not fit 
easily, continue lifting in 0.1mm increments until it fits. Note the position indicators values for each 
corner. 

4.8. Lower the Carriage to the position in 4.5 and Re-check the gap. If the bottom surface of the Carriage 
⑦ is parallel in X and Y direction fully tighten all screws ⑫. If necessary, repeat the process. 
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5. Resetting of Position Indicators 
 

5.1. It is likely that after the initial setup of the print station on the conveyor both position indicators will 
have different values when the Carriage ⑦ is level and touching the conveyor. 

5.2. It is recommended for the convenience of the operator to perform a reset of both position 
indicators. 

5.3. With the Carriage level and touching the conveyor locate the setscrew securing the turning wheel 
onto the slide’s spindle. Undo the setscrew by ½ turn (2.0. hexagonal key) and remove the wheel. 

5.4. Locate the setscrew(s) (1 or 2) on the metal collar of the indicator. Undo the setscrew (1.5mm 
hexagonal key)  by no more than ½ turn. The engagement of the setscrew is only few turns and it can 
be easily lost. The collar should now rotate freely over the slide’s leadscrew. 

5.5. Rotate the collar until the counter is reset to zero. Gently tighten the setscrews on the collar and put 
the turning wheel back on and . 

5.6. Repeat the process for second indicator. 

5.7. It is intended that top of the conveyor represents the zero reference and as the carriage is lifted up 
the values on the counter increase from 00.0 to 99.9. For dimensions above 100mm the counter will 
continue incrementing from 00.0 

5.8. It is possible to set a zero reference in a different position for example 20mm above the conveyor.  In 
such case the set value of the counter should be 80.0 
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6. Height adjustments 
 

6.1. In order to lift up the Carriage turn counter-clockwise the wheels ⑭ on the Vertical Alignment Slides 
⑥, lowering is done by turning the wheels clockwise 

6.2. The wheels can be turned together or in turns. 

6.3. If in turns do not exceed 3mm height difference between the slides. For example to lift from 0 to 
20mm, follow the pattern: slide 1 – 3mm, slide 2 – 6mm, slide 1 – 9mm, slide 2 – 12mm, slide 1 – 
15mm, slide 2 - 18mm, slide 1 - 20mm, slide 2 - 20mm. 

6.4. Exceeding of these values may result in damaging of Flexure Hinges ⑨ 

6.5. The maximum stroke of the Vertical Alignment Slides ⑥ is 110mm. 

6.6. The maximum height of an object that can be passed under the carriage during printing was 
designed to be 100mm but will depend on the design of the conveyor. 

6.7. Please contact Sellenis for printing on larger objects. 
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7. Replacement of printheads 
 

7.1. Before disconnecting the printheads (unplugging the cables) the controller must be switched off. 

7.2. Lift the carriage ⑦ above the conveyor to approx. 60-80mm using the procedure described in 6. 

7.3. Cover the top surface f the conveyor with a sheet to capture the screws that may fall on the 
conveyor and be lost in the vacuum holes of the belt. 

7.4. Locate the 4 screws ⑮ M3 x 8 securing the printhead ⑧ to be replaced, undo them and remove. 

7.5. Gently lift the printhead ⑧ from its location. 

7.6. Gently push the printhead ⑧ in its location 

7.7. Secure the printhead ⑧ with 4 screws ⑮ 

7.8. Ensure the controller if switched off and plug the cable to connect the printhead. 

7.9. Lower the Carriage ⑦ to required height. 
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8. Printhead Stitching 
 

8.1. To print text, barcodes or images that have height more than 12.7 mm when using HP2.5 TIJ 
technology requires the use of a printer incorporating multiple pens (cartridges). A single pen can 
only print a maximum height of 12.7 mm. For the print from 8 cartridges to be aligned so as to form a 
single image without white or dark lines requires precise vertical and horizontal alignment between 
the pens or cartridges. 

8.2. Although a system configuration may be ordered from the factory, and the pens/pinheads would be 
aligned and tested as a unit, shipping, mishandling and mounting on user’s transport may require 
realignment. 

8.3. Therefore, there is a need for vertical alignment/realignment between the cartridges or pens to 
correct for underlap or overlap as evident by white or black horizontal lines respectively between 
the prints from two or more cartridges. 

8.4. Alignment of prints from 8 heads is accomplished with the Carriage design, where the bottom plate 
holding the printheads can rotate by small angles around a pivot point. 

8.5. After the setup performed in previous paragraphs carry out printing of few samples to determine 
direction of adjustment to be carried out. 

8.6. Note that the HP2.5 TIJ cartridges print with resolution of 600 dpi, where the distance between the 
drops is 25.4/600 = 0.0423mm (42.3 µm). The process described below may not yield expected 
results if the quality of the conveyor and the printed media transport is not suitable for high 
resolution printing. If variable printing results occur it is most likely due to the media transport and 
the conveyor performance ought to be investigated. 
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8.7. Undo the Horizontal Rail Locking Screws ⑤ and slide the Carriage ⑦ to required position for 

printing. Lock the Carriage in this position. 

8.8. Lower or lift the Carriage ⑦ to require height ensuring optimum print distance of approx. 1mm 
above printed media 

8.9. Undo (1/2 turn) the 4 locking screws ⑱ 

8.10. If there appear print overlap (dark lines between prints from the different heads) as shown in the 
example of  below, then Turn the Adjuster ⑰ in small increments between prints  clockwise and 
carry out printing again until you see no underlap (no dark lines between prints).  If white lines start 
appearing between prints then Adjuster ⑰ was turned clockwise too much. 

 

8.11. If there appear underlap (white lines between prints as shown below), turn the Adjuster ⑰ counter-
clockwise. 
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8.12. Once the prints from the printheads do not show either black line or white lines and the print 
appears as if it is being printed from single head lock firmly the locking screws ⑱. 
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9. Software fine tuning adjustment 
 

9.1. Please note that in the vertical alignment of the prints from one group of 2 or more cartridges, the 
above detailed mechanical adjustment is the most important and the most critical. It would not be 
possible to make coarse vertical alignment of prints from two or more cartridges using software as 
shown in the below screenshot image.  The vertical software adjustment is carried out after the 
above detailed mechanical alignment has been completed. Sometimes it is not even necessary to use 
software vertical adjustment. Software vertical alignment is for very fine tuning of print stitching. 
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10. Dimensional Drawings 
 
 
 


